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from the EDITOR'S DESK

Harlan Stone (V .P . of AHPS) is completing
plans to attend the "London 80" International
Stamp Exhibition to be held in Earls Court,
London, England, May 6—14, 1980 . Harlan is
showing six frames of his "Helvetic Republic"
— and has offered to be an on-the-spot reporter
for Tell, to describe Swiss and related exhibits
and activities there. Thanks Harlan, we ' ll look
forward to your reports, and have a most suc-
cessful trip.

G . Valko, our good AHPS member in Switzer-
land, is President Organisation of "XII I
Regiophil 1980" to be held in Zofingen from May
15—18, 1980 . He extends the invitation to
members attending London 80 to spend one or
more extra days in Switzerland . Mr. Valko
writes that he would be pleased if those visitors
would be kind enough to identify themselves at
the exhibition, or (better) let him know duly in
advance the dates of their visit. He would be
glad to make any hotel or sightseeing arrange-
ments . 'Thank you, a most gracious offer. Mr.
Valko's address is Eschenweg 14, CH-4800
Zofingen, Switzerland .

TREASURES — MARCH 10—15, 1980

For the 63rd time, so reports Ernest A . Kehr,
Corinphila will offer discriminating philatelic
connoisseurs a wide variety of stamps and

postal history covers in its annual auction that will
take 17 sessions in Zurich, Switzerland . The
Swiss Cantonals are well represented ; there is a
superb "Double Geneva" on cover ; a right half
on cover ; two used singles and a used pair with
transposed upper panels ; also, what probably is
the most beautiful "Vaud four" cover in exis-

tence . Other Cantonals, Rayons and Seated Helvetias cannot help but excite
the specialist who appreciates magnificence . The catalogues with the illustration
plates are available to serious philatelists and libraries without cost . However, those
who are not already Corinphila clients, are requested to send $10 .00 to help defray
air-mail postage costs . Requests should be addressed to Corinphila, Bahnhofstrasse
102. CH-8023, Zurich, Switzerland.

"Stamps," as stated by Mr. AufderMaur, "should primarily be collected for the
pleasure of it ." Your editor couldn't agree more! TELL has been deluged with mail
this past month — and 99% of all those writing prove the point that stamp collecting
is enjoyable, relaxing and a most educational hobby . Several requests have been made
for articles on subjects from A to Z — for the beginner to the specialist — and I am
pleased to report that many interesting articles covering all phases of collecting have
been received, and will be appearing in the pages of TELL . Thanks for all your letters!

CORINPHILA'S SALE OF
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Stehende Helvetia

72C
Listing :

	

Zumstein Number 72C
Standing Helvetia, 3 Fr. olivbraun
1891 — Perf. 11'/z x 11 (13 Vertikalzähne)
Controlmark l (breite Form)

AHPS member, P . Guinand of Switzerland, sends word that his newly discovered
pair of Standing Helvetia No . 72C was recently offered at auction from Interphila
Zurich . A Swiss merchant bought the pair at a high bid of SFr . 28,000, plus 13% or,
for a total of SFr . 31,640.

Mr . Guinand forwarded a negative film of the five 72C ' s presently known to be in
existence, which we have reproduced on the front cover. Mr . Guinand's recently
discovered pair is illustrated at the top . The bottom pair are those first discovered by an
English merchant . The single stamp is one that has just been unearthed by a Swiss
individual . All stamps are postmarked Solothurn, both pairs being dated 1900 . The
single stamp bears a 1898 cancellation date . "The isolated stamp does not have the
same shade as . the two pairs, " Guinand stated, "and one can then suppose that it does
not come from the same sheet . "

Mr . Guinand's pair was found, as he related, "in a lot `left from a collection' I bid
on last year (probably the find of my life!)" As a noted specialist in Standing
Helvetias, he was asked if he thought there might now be a great number of 72C's that
will come to light . He replied, "I don't think so. A few, naturally, but there will not
be many of them ."

Editor's note : I am sure that there are now a great number of collectors pulling out
their 3 Fr. Standing Helvetias to check, and re-check. One can almost hear the perf
guides being slapped down, watermark detectors filled, magnifying glasses opening —
and the study of controlmarks . . .

In case you can't locate your statistics on controlmarks, here is a schematic that
might come in handy —
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THE REVENUE CORNER:

HANDSTAMPED REVENUE PAPER OF

CANTON FRIBOURG, SWITZERLAND

continued from last month
By DONN LUECK

F. Fancy frame around inscriptions "CANTON * FRI-
BOURG" and value . A diamond-shaped ornament separates
the tax rate from the value . The following values are
known:

2. Batz de 20 a 200 F
4. Batz de 200 a 400 F
6. Batz de 400 a 600 F *
1 . F.

	

de 600 a 1000 F

The above handstamps are all red-orange in color on thick,
greyish paper . The period of use for these is considered to
be from 1803 to 1830 . There are no documents available
at this time to verify these dates of use . However, the
same color ink is known used on a Helvetic Republic item
used in Fribourg. The 6 . Batz item marked with an asterisk
has not been seen.

G. Double circle handstamp, 20 mm in diameter, with the
words "CANTON DE FRIBOURG" around the value . All
are in black with variations in size of letters and value
figures . The following values are known:

10 RAP . 20 CENT.
10 Cts . 30 CENT.
10 CENT 50 CENT.
12 CENT 1 Fr .

Only the 10 Cts . value is known with a star at the bottom
of the double circle . The period of use for this type is
from 1845 to 1920, several pieces are known dated to
verify dates.

H. A single oval (double outline) handstamp is known in
light blue . The only item known bears a three-line in-
scription "De 500 Fr—ET AU DESSOUS—15 CENT".
(Not illustrated)

I. Double circle handstamp, 26 mm in diameter, with
"CANTON DE FRIBOURG*TIMBRE" around the value.
Handstamp is in black . Only value known to date:

20 Centimes

J. Double circle handstamp similar to "I" with "DROIT
D'ENREGISTREMENT" around value . Handstamp is in
black . Only value known to date:

25 Centimes

It is not known when these last two items were used, but
they probably date from the period of 1870-1890.
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A SYNOPSIS OF PHILATELY IN SWITZERLAND

by / . STEINBERG

During the early part of December 1979, the writer had occasion to visit Switzer-
land . The trip was originally planned as a vacation, but it turned out that the better
part of the trip was occupied in visiting many stamp dealers as well as auction houses
to get a current picture of the philatelic market . The trip was not just confined to one
city but covered various towns and places in the eastern part of Switzerland (Ost-
schweiz).

At the outset it should be said that I am a collector for the better part of 20 years,
and one of the countries I specialize in is Switzerland . The trip was extremely en-
lightening . as to what one heard and observed at the various meetings with dealers and
auction houses . To begin with, there was one theme that could be heard throughout.
Switzerland has caught on to . the same craze which we encounter here — namely, that
in the majority of cases the demand is greatest for mint stamps never hinged . This is
particularly true in the case of all air mail issues, as well as Pro Juventute and Pro
Patria issues . In so far as the regular issues are concerned, it is reasonable to say that
all stamps beginning with the 1907 Tell and Helvetia Bust issues fall into the same
category . Well aware of the controversy between "mint never hinged" and "hinged"
material, l naturally brought up the argument, during several discussions, that modern
day technology is able to replace the gum on stamps, thus placing same back into the
original form as far as the gum is concerned — which is then passed on as mint never
hinged material . The responses were inevitably the same in that, as far as expensive
stamps are concerned, they should automatically be submitted for expertization and
attestation . In many cases they will only be sold in this fashion . Although this, in my
opinion, is not a fool-proof guarantee, as we are all humans, and mistakes can occur
— but since everyone is very meticulous in Switzerland, and the Expertization Com-
mittee has very strict standards by which the members must abide, the chances of
erring are minimized . By the way, preference was in evidence for Swiss expertization,
although our experts, such as the APS, The Philatelic Foundation, and especially our
Mr. Herbert Bloch of Fried! Expert Committee, are very well thought of.

When we discussed used stamps, much emphasis was placed on the centering and
the cancellation itself . A stamp should have only one circular datestamp or part of it
and not parts of several circular datestamps . Multiple partial cancellations on one
stamp reduce the value of such an item by as much as 75%, if not more, unless mul-
tiples were involved.

A stamp in used condition may have a high catalogue value, but nobody is inter-
ested if it does not have a good cancellation . As far as prices are concerned for used
stamps, the closer you come to what was just described, the nearer you will realize the
Zumstein catalogue price or possibly a premium.

Here too, in addition to the postmark, the condition of the stamp itself and its
authenticity should be checked, and buying highly-priced Swiss stamps without an
experts' certificate is extremely risky and unwise.

There is another very important element in contrast to what we here assume to be
a good stamp. You know from auction catalogues as well as advertisements that
stamps are described as "fine to very fine" or "very fine" — seldom will you see a
stamp mentioned as "superb" or "XF-superb ." In Switzerland, however, nobody is
interested in fine to very fine material . They mostly deal in either very fine (well-
centered), superb (virtually perfect centering) or XF-superb items which they call
Kabinett, Luxus — or Liebhaberstueck respectively . What was just defined also
applies to mint never hinged stamps .

	

cont. on page 42 . . .
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THE PAST DECADE IN SWISS PHILATELY!

Since 1970 there has been many increases in the prices of Swiss stamps, not the
least due to the downward valuation of the dollar . In 1970 the Swiss Franc was worth
23½¢ in US money ; in 1978 the value of the Swiss Franc went as high as 68¢ US
money ; and currently is running at or near 62¢ US money! That is a considerable
change in just 10 years — about 275% increase in the value of Swiss stamps as a result.
It had doubled by 1977, and went from 46¢ then to 68¢ one year later! Now it seems
to be staying around 62¢, but what the future holds, no one can be sure at all —
especially with the current upheaval in the Moslem World, and its effect on oil prices,
etc. Now a further drain on stocks of Swiss stamps seems to be coming from
Germany — the news of late is that the Germans are rapidly buying up all kinds of classic
and better grade Swiss material, which will run prices up more and more, since their
demand seems to be substantial, add this to the demand within Switzerland itself, all
better Switzerland stamps are headed upward again in my estimation . It is still much
cheaper to buy Swiss in the U .S.A., and how long this can go on, depends on when the
material runs out, since Switzerland never did issue anything approaching the

quantities of the larger countries.

Early Cantonais, Federal issues and Strubels, between Scott 1 and 13 (Zumstein
13—20) are being bought up even with flaws and with defects, as long as the basic
stamp appears nice to the eye . The catalogue values of Swiss stamps have gone up
more than triple since 1970, and the revaluation of the value of the Swiss Franc has
almost done the same, so prices are almost 6 times as high as they were at the begin-
ning of this decade! Early issues on cover have done even better! Selected buying of
Swiss stamps makes good sense!

Reprinted with permission from Riviera Stamps Bulletin of December 1979

A SYNOPSIS OF PHILATELY IN SWITZERLAND — cont . from page 31

also encountered a most interesting experience which I would like to share with
you. You may or may not be aware of the fact that the PTT issued back in 1977/78
a card set of folk customs consisting of six cards . Each of these cards bears on the
picture side a block of four stamps of the respective value as well as the local cancel.
This particular set was not and is not known as the first maximum card set by the
PTT but was regarded as a semi-official card set. The original cost of the set was
SFr . 15 (approximately $8 .50) if you ordered the set from the PTT . This issue was
withdrawn by the latter in the fall of 1979, as there was no big demand for them . I
tried to obtain such a set while in Switzerland but was unable to secure a single set
from any Swiss source . At the time the sets were available, the Swiss did not think
very highly of the issue and more or less forgot about it . The result is that there are
very few sets in circulation . The writer, however, found a dealer in Germany who
bought up all the available sets from every conceivable dealer in Switzerland and,
according to him, there may possibly be 10,000 sets in circulation . No definite
number of issues in existence is as yet available . It was at this juncture that l was
able to obtain a set which, lo and behold! cost yours truly over $80 .00 Whether this
investment was worth the effort only time will tell.

To summarize it all, emphasis is placed on good material and practically no interest
is shown for inexpensive or sub-standard material . Therefore one can only suggest
that if anyone is interested in upgrading his collection, he should take heart with what
I tried to describe in my findings.
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SWITZERLAND:
A PANORAMA OF ITS POSTAL HISTORY AND STAMPS—9

A serialization for TEL L of the A . H.P.S. Slide Show (available through APS)
By HARLAN STONE

NABA SOUVENIR SHEET

Occasionally Switzerland has issued souvenir sheets,
usually to commemorate a philatelic event or raise funds
for a national purpose . The first souvenir sheet appeared
in 1934 to publicize the national philatelic exhibition
known as NABA . This NABA sheet contains a block of
four stamps from a typographed series of seven small
landscapes issued that same year as definitive stamps for
regular use . These stamps are noteworthy because for
the first time each denomination in a Swiss definitive
series bears a different design.

SMALL LANDSCAPE STAMPS

In 1936 Switzerland repeated and lengthened this series of
miniature landscapes showing physical features of the country. This time the printing process was steel engraving
and the designer, Karl Bickel, used it in superb fashion to bring out details of lakes,
mountains, castles and bridges . These stamps are among the earliest of the many Swiss
issues by Bickel that have given him a world-famous reputation as a stamp designer.

ROMANSCHPOSTMARK(S)
Although Switzerland has three official languages, it has
four national languages . Besides German, French and
Italian, there is Romansch, which the country has recog-
nized since a federal referendum in 1938 . Romansch is
a combination of the language spoken by the tribes of
ancient Raetia in eastern Switzerland and the popular
form of Latin spoken by the Romans who occupied that
area . Since Romansch is an unofficial language, it has
never appeared on any Swiss stamps . But it does show
up in several commemorative postmarks, such as the one
illustrated.

NEXT MONTH :

	

National Exposition Stamps; World War II Soldier "Stamps" and
Historical Stamps.
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LIECHTENSTEIN HONORS TWO NOBLE LADIES

Every country is proud of personages, who in the past have con-
siderably influenced the history or culture of the state in a
positive way . It was certainly not a difficult task for the Office
for Postage Stamp Design in Vaduz to comply with the joint sub-
ject of the European Postal Union, the Europa stamps for 1980
being titled Famous Personages.

Maria Leopoldine Esterhazy, Princess of Liechtenstein is presented in a distinguished
medallion, on the 40 cent stamp to be issued on March 10, 1980, and similarly
Maria Theresia of Liechtenstein, Duchess of Savoy on the 80 cent stamp ; the
former from a sculpture by Antonio Canova, the Duchess of Savoy from a paint-
ing by Martin v . Meytens . The upright-sized, subdued colored stamps present the
two charming women's heads beautifully and plastically : the educated and kind
Maria Leopoldine Esterhazy (1788-1846) as representative of the era of
enlightenment and also Maria Theresia of Liechtenstein (1694-1772) corresponding to the
Baroque way of life, who left behind three important foundations in Austria.

The Landammänner coats-of-arms stamps to be issued at the same time, honor the
men: Andreas Büchel (Balzers) ; Georg Marxer (Ruggell) ; Luzius Frick (Schaan) and
Adam Oehri (Eschen) .

SALES CIRCUIT UPDATE

STATISTICS
AHPS Members enrolled	 68
AHPS Members submitting sales books

	

. 16
Total sales books received to date

	

.

	

. 38
Total number of circuits mailed to date

	

. 13
Total number of sales books mailed 37

Howard Heimann
Circuit Sales Manager
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My favorite cover

Petite !!
In the December '79 issue of TELL, Felix Ganz reported on his 1873 folded "letter-

let" measuring 69 x 54 mm . Tout petit you say? NO, sez Ralph Soderberg (AHPS
1308) — he has an even smaller letter! Ralph's collection revealed a 42 x 53 mm cover
and Io and behold! t'was addressed to the same individual as Felix's . As you will note
from the above illustration, the 10c Sitting Helvetia is only partially applied to the
cover . The overhanging portion still retains the original gumming.

O.K. Ralph — as of this date, you hold the smallest of gold cups for being the proud
possessor of "Lilliputian" covers! Can anyone go him one better?

FROM 100 FRANCS TO 20,000

Although the following is only marginally related to Swiss philately, it is reprinted
here from the Zurich Tages-Anzeiger of December 8, 1979 because it is symptomatic
of the fever and reckless gambling attitude which has befallen auction bidding in
Switzerland. This is the report:

Once again one could observe that particularly interesting postal history documents
may bring almost any price in today ' s philatelic market. Object of today 's obser-
vations is an item that looked like an "also ran" and was offered at the seventh Inter-
phila Monatsauktionen A.G . sale . The item in question was an Austrian postal sta-
tionery item, with imprinted 25 kreuzer stamp and added 10 and 25 soldi adhesives,
that was mailed in 1865 in Venice, with destination Geneva . On its back was a transit
mark of the Swiss RPO from Sion to Geneva . Esthetically the piece was far from
beautiful (among other defects it had obvious age stains on and around the adhesives'
edges) : but what made it interesting is the fact that this piece of postal stationery was
not valid as such in Lombardy-Venetia, but only in Austria proper — yet it was posted
and delivered without objection.

The auctioneer's estimate for the piece (and minimum bid) was 100 Swiss francs.
Soon, however, one noted that quite a few parties present were willing to pay much
more . The apparently last two bidders fought to about SFr. 10,000 at which time one
of them dropped out. But then another bidder resumed his desire to own the piece,
which at long last was hammered down for SFr . 18,500! Add to this 13% surcharge to
the auctioneer which brings the net price the successful bidder paid to SFr . 20,000 !!!
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN ; PART 78

MACHINE CANCELLATIONS, VI . by FELIX GANZ, with valuable help from M. RUTHERFORD

Machine cancellations of experimental types, including the previously discussed
KRAG machine's (Fig . 9—11 ; Jy/Aug . Tell 1979) also are best kept on entires . Ex-
perimental types include some one of a kind machines. Figure 106 shows the marking
of a VELOPOST machine, in use for many years at Zürich's postal cheque control
office . It produced a similar continuous impression as did the KRAG machine ; but one
of the impressions contained no date, alternating with the date crown . Figure 107
depicts a strike from a KRAG-type, addressograph-like machine at the printing and
stamp distribution office of the PTT's General Directorate . It is found on the back of
covers only — mostly on stamp packet covers, as a control measure to identify the

dispatch date after requisition. There were a few other experimental machines, including
a French SECAP model ; and the latest of these was an experimental Klüssendorf
machine, with 28 mm diameter crown, with a continuous PP slogan (Fig . 108) . The
existence of these "non-conformist" machines is an almost welcome relief from the
ever-recurring, basic crown types, A—F, shown in September Tell (Fig . 19).

All current crowns (types E and F) have a wheel mechanism for changing the
date and hour of the day, while the earlier types used plugs which had to be changed
and inserted by hand.

Figure 109 finally shows an essay for a machine flag of the period immediately
after World War One. In its final, issued form the flag became bilingual (g—f ; f—g ; i—g)
and less paternalistic, simply saying EAT LESS MEAT.
-36

In this connection it might also be related that on a few occasions the life of cer-
tain flags was reduced by intervention from the alcohol lobby — notably the one flag
featuring a glass bottle with a skull and cross bones and the legend : HARD LIQUOR
WRECKS FAMILY AND FOLK.

Should you, after reading all this, decide to start a machine cancellations col-
lection, then you may want to read our ads more carefully . One of our advertisers
offers starter collections of machine slogans, in cut-out form . But it is also suggested
that you wait for the arrival of the new machine cancellations catalogue . That work
is well worth waiting for before one starts assembling a logically arranged collection.

APPENDICES:

1 : PLACES WITH TEMPORARY LOAN CROWNS FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS
Basel ; Swiss Industries Fair : 1928 ; 1944 ; 1951
Luzern ; Federal Gymnastics Festival : 1928
Fribourg ; Federal Shooting Festival : 1934
Winterthur ; Federal Gymnastics Festival : 1936
Sachsein (OW) ; Niklaus von Flüe Canonization : 1947
Zürich ; ZUKA Exhibition : 1947

II : TEMPORARY PERIOD CANCELLATION MACHINE LOCATIONS
Bern, Swiss National Exhibition : 1914
Zürich, Swiss National Exhibition : 1939
Lausanne, Swiss National Exhibition : 1964
Mürren BE, James Bond Film Making : 1968—69

III: LOCATIONS POSSESSING A LOAN CROWN
AT A NEIGHBORING LARGE POST OFFICE

This list enumerates all localities known to have had loan crowns, gives their
period of use in years (C=current) and the office where the respective loan
crown was affixed . Mr . Rutherfoord's list dates from early 1979 and may be in-
complete . Towns followed by an * now possess their own cancell . machine.

ALTSTATTEN SG* 1929—48 St. Gallen 1
BISCHOFSZELL 1941—52 St. Gallen 1
BRAUNWALD

	

. 1963—76 Glarus
LES BRENETS 1975—C Le Locle
BRIENZ BE*

	

. 1934—64 Bern 1
BRUGG AG*

	

. 1923—31 Aarau 1
BRULISAU 2966—C St . Gallen 1
BURGDORF 1* 1928—36 Bern 1
DEGERSHEIM 1929—C St . Gallen 1
ENTLEBUCH

	

. 1933—C Luzern 2
ESCHENZ

	

. . 1952—60 Schaffhausen 1
FIESCH

	

. 1972—C Brig
FRAUENFELD* 1935 Winterthur 1
GENEVE 3 RIVE* 1955—63 Geneve 1
GOLDACH SG*

	

. 1928—59 St . Gallen 1
cont . next page . . .
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MACHINE CANCELLATIONS, cont.

GRENCHEN* 1929—48 Biel/Bienne 1
HAUTE-NENDAZ 1975—C Scion 1
HER ISAU 1*

	

. . 1932—52 St . Gallen 1
HERRLIBERG	 1933—64 Zürich 1
HERZOGENBUCHS .* 1931—58 Bern 1
IMMENSES 1933—51 Luzern 1
INTERLAKEN * 1931 Thun 1
KLOSTERS*

	

. 1947—63 Chur 1
KONOLFINGEN 1940—66 Bern 1
KREUZLINGEN 1* 1928—32 St . Gallen 1
KR I ENS" 1929—36 Luzern 2
LANGENTHAL* 1927—39 Bern 1
LAUPEN BE

	

. . 1923—51 Bern 1
LENZBURG 1923—31 Aarau 1
LUTZELFLÜH-GOLDB . 1927-55 Bern

	

1
MEIRINGEN*

	

. . 1930—58 Bern 1
MELLINGEN

	

. . 1971—73 Aarau 1
MÜLENEN

	

. 1950—55 Bern 1
NEUHAUSEN a/RHEINE" 1941—63 Schaffaus 1
NYON*

	

.

	

.

	

. 1955—57 Geneve 1
PESEUX

	

.

	

.

	

. 1930—53 Neuchatel 1
RAMSEI

	

1932—55 Bern 1
RECHERSWIL 1936 ?
ROMANSHORN I* 1927—61 St . Gallen

	

1
RORSCHACH* 1936—49 St . Gallen

	

1
ROTHORN KULM 1972—C Brienz
RUDOLFINGEN 196—70 Winterthur 1
ST . GALLEN 6 St . Fid . 1934 St . Gallen

	

1
SCHWÄGALP (SANTIS) 1958—72 St . Gallen

	

1
SCHWEIZERHALLE 1943—64 Basel 2
SPEICHER

	

. 1936—C St . Gallen

	

1
STAFA"

	

.

	

.

	

. 1937—64 Zürich

	

1

THUN 1"

	

. 1928—30 Bern 1
TRIESENBERG (Lie .) 1963—C Vaduz FL
TRIMBACH

	

. .

	

. 1965—C Olten 2
URNÄSCH

	

. 1972—C St . Gallen

	

1
VADUZ (Liecht'st.)* 1925—58 St . Gallen

	

1
VITZNAU

		

. 1967—C Luzern 2
WALDSTATT

	

. 1952 St .

	

Gallen

	

1
WANGEN b . OLTEN 1952—C Olten 2
WEGGIS*

	

.

	

.

	

.

	

. 1964—74 Luzern 2
WEISSBAD

	

. .

	

. 1963—C St . Gallen

	

1
ZOFINGEN*

	

. 1923—27 Aarau 1

We refrain from giving a list of all current Swiss post offices with machine cancellation de-
vices because such a listing will be obsolete as soon as it is published . Several larger towns every
year are added to those using machine cancellation devices, and most of the time a pictorial
machine flag (group 3) is delivered to such towns together with a neutral, wavy line device and a
PP device . — Often the pictorial publicity slogan replaces a formerly used hand pictorial or pub-
licity cancellation. Some of these "transformations" are discussed in detail in the Handbook of
Publicity Postmarks of the Swiss Cancellation Collectors Society.

In the forthcoming handbook on Swiss machine cancellations an up-to-date list of all known
crowns, location-wise, will be prominently featured, with annual supplements expected.

NEXT MONTH — ROLLER CANCELLATIONS

FROM THE PTT INFORMATION BULLETIN NO . 70 . . .

During the year of 1980 all Swiss post offices currently still using circular date
strikes without an hour reel will receive new cds . with hour reel . A list of all offices
subject to this change is available from the GD-PTT, PB 13, 3030 Bern, Switzerland.
Unconfirmed reports speak of about 1700 offices — quite a task for cancellation
collectors!!! (Advance notice of this proposed change appeared in TELL last year .)
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LETTERS & LETTERS

Dear Editor : Because Linn's Stamp News chose not to print corrections intended to make my
Dec . 3, 1979 article understandable, but permitted replies to that article to be printed in the
"letters to the editor" part of the paper, I believe that the record should be set straight somewhere,
and therefore I hope that you may give me this privilege.

The article dealt with "How to collect used Swiss stamps" but received the headline which be-
longed over AMPS member Katcher's intriguingly interesting contribution on identifying thin
paper Strubel stamps — and his article received the headline chosen by Linn's for my article! Mine
should have stated : "Collecting Used Swiss Stamps Requires Diligent Searching, Cautious

Purchasing," but instead stated "Collector Offers Tips for Identifying Rare Swiss E and F Thin Paper
Strubels ." That alone must have left half of the readership shaking their heads ; but what really is
more severe was the omission of " -out" after the word "with" later in the article which inferred
that 1 advocate utter mistrust of Swiss experts . That sentence came out as follows : " . . . and buy-
ing Swiss stamps issued prior to 1862 WITH an expert's certificate is extremely unwise and very
risky as well ." (Of course the "WITH" should have been a "WITHOUT .").

By that time most people probably gave up reading my article! Let it be repeated that my
contribution — ill fated as it turned out to be — to Linn's 1979 Swiss issue concerned itself ex-
clusively with Swiss stamps.

While it is of course everyone's privilege to collect whatever he/she likes I tried to convey to a
beginner, an inexperienced collector, or a person with limited financial means, that it is of greatest
importance to acquire top grade material only, for one's collection ; or — if one is offered less than
top grade material — to expect very large rebates from the catalogue prices for anything not top
grade.

This attitude of course will anger those who hope to dispose of their own, less than top grade
duplicates, or holdings, to unsuspecting buyers who only later must conclude, sadly or angrily, that
they had been taken . My advice, however, was echoed in a recent lecture by a Chicago area dealer
whose stock was picked over by dealers from Switzerland . While he could dispose of almost any
cover regardless of the position of the cancellation (as long as it was legible) he found that most of
his used material was rejected by the buyers who wanted only used Swiss stamps with quarter or
full cancellations, well struck to boot . It should be restated as well that collectors in Switzerland
simply will not touch stamps with machine cancellations . They consider them "dogs" or whatever
you wish to call them . I vividly remember the case of the one franc PAX stamp of 1945, with a
bull's eye . That stamp could not be sold for a long time by its holder — not even at one third of
Zumstein — because of the machine "stigma" it carried . I finally bought it at a bargain price and
later traded it to a specialist collector of the "Heimat" or topical type who never expected to find
that particular stamp with a machine cancel!

There is no need to go on . Collect what you want ; but at least I find it fascinatingly challenging
to improve my collection whenever I can . . . and that applies to stamps worth a dime, a quarter,
or one hundred dollars .

Thank you! — Felix Ganz (AHPS 1108)

Ed . note : Sevens/ letters have been received from members, dealers and collectors regarding Dr.
Ganz's article in Linn's on "Collecting used stomps, and what to watch out for, or against. "

Unfortunately, the article was edited with several "misprints" which were brought to Linn's attention
within 24 hours after receiving the issue.

Sorry that room does not permit us to publish all the "brickbats, and Bouquets" letters that
have been received. Your editor will try to personally reply to as many as possible — we appreciate
your sending them.

Rudy Schaelchli (AHPS 1436) writes : " . . . there is one thing that bothers me, the remark in a
past issue in TELL by the so-called heavily postal history-laden jury concerning non-admission to
APS national rated shows of labels such as Soldier Stamps . I have exhibited them in the last five
years from here to California and have always been asked to show them again . I have talked to
many judges and all, except two, see nothing wrong in showing them in competition 	

. . . An exhibit should be judged by its merits, be it sugar bags or Double Genevas — NOT by
the specialty the judge likes ."

Ed . Note : The chairman of APS judges, Bernard Hennig, stated that if a show's exhibition com-
mittee accepts an exhibit, that exhibit, according to APS rules, MUST be judged by its merits.
Unfortunately, however, some judges have prejudices, and although these should be squashed, they
sometimes pop up!

	

cont . next page . . .
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LETTERS . . . continued

From AI Hardy, Jr. (AHPS 1649) " . . . I hope to see an occasional Postal Stationery Corner
Column in TELL ."

	

Ed . Note : Right AL, — you will be.

Allan Sullivan (AHPS 1331 and former V .P . of SASS), who has been sidelined for the past few
years due to an altered business schedule and illness, is now back on his feet again and into the old
Swiss philatelic field again . Welcome back Allan!

"Old Eagle Eye" noticed the several "typos" in last month's TELL . — Sorry 'bout that. The
key to the executive wash room has been taken away from the proofreading department.

Fred Pickard in England (AHPS 1643) writes : "Mrs . E . J . Rawnsley has just won a Silver Medal
for her Postal History exhibit entered for the Stampex show : coupled with it is the H . L . Katcher
Helvetia Trophy . Well deserved by this fine lady who has given so much of her time towards the
running of the British Helvetia Society ."

Herr Paul von Gunten of Marken-Muller AG in Basel, has forwarded TELL a copy of their 1979
Fall auction catalogue (beautifully executed!) and prices realized — a total of over 1 .3 million
Swiss Francs!

For those reading German, AHPS member
Hans R . Schwarzenbach, Limmatquai 72,
CH-8001, Zurich, has just published a "pre
issue" of a quarterly bulletin (on file in our
AHPS Library) . The first regular issue of
this nicely printed, well-illustrated publica-
tion is scheduled for March, 1980.

Subscription to this quarterly is SFr. 12 ($8 .), seamail . The "pre-issue" contains many interesting
articles such as : Swiss Postage Rates, inland, from 1862-1876 ; much additional information on
the years of use of the tiny dwarf cancels of the 1870's ; a vignette on the one and only postmark
of the temporary post office at REMPEN, 1922-25 ; and much more.

THE "NON-EXISTING" GREAT LAKES CHARTER
REPORT . . . .
An extremely delightful time was had by all (the few) who met for a typical Bernese
dinner on Jan . 22 in Chicago — a dinner flown into this city from California by our
hosts, Mr . and Mrs . AufderMaur . . . and we pity those of you who did not or would
not make it . A heaping plate of special sausages and boiled, smoked pork chops atop
a mound of Sauerkraut, washed down with an assortment of mildly alcoholic bever-
ages, and ending with coffee accompanied by a glass of something in the region of 180
degrees stuff called B Bätziwasser — whew!! (After that all Strube/ stamps seemed to
have wide margins.) There were freebies, too ; but why taunt you with such delights?
Next time think twice before not coming.
The AufderMaurs left the next morning for New York, and then back home to their
business in Bern . By the way : if you have not requested, from their California address,
their price and sales list, as advertised in TELL, you are missing out on something else
as well . Thanks, Mr . and Mrs . AufderMaur.

	

F .G.
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PHILATELIC RESEARCH

AHPS Librarian Bob Scheuermann, re-
ports the following:

"While visiting the Swiss PTT Library
in Bern, the PTT representative showed
me many well-organized file drawers con-
taining proof copies of modern Swiss

cancellations (town, machine, special) and
noted that they were available for refer-
ence and consultation to all those study-
ing such postmarks.

In London, the British Museum has a
Swiss section of a very extensive, mostly
mint collection of world-wide 19th cen-
tury postal stationery. During a quick
examination I saw material and varieties
not listed in the Zumstein Postal Station-
ery Catalog. The whole collection, which
apparently goes well beyond Ascher and
Higgins & Gage, is available to postal
stationery researchers ."

"TANGIBLE ASSETS"

Everything is going up — from jewels
and postage stamps, to Oriental snuff
bottles to Rolls-Royce Silver Clouds! In
a recent study, Salomon Brothers, Wall
Street Trading Firm, pointed out how
tangible assets outperformed financial as-
sets —This past year silver jumped 62 .5%,
gold 55%, Old Masters 22 .1 and stamps—
60.9%. Common stocks rose only 5 .3%.

One of the nation's largest stamp
dealer and auctioneer stated that, "There is
more money than stamps ." At auction
sales last year, most items went for 20—
30% over pre-auction estimates and the
"standouts" soared for higher . Five years
ago, the popular US Airmail, with the
plane invert, sold for $30,000. In 1979
one example went for $130,000 . The
world's rarest stamp, the British Guiana
one cent magenta which traded ten years
ago for $280,000 might well fetch up to
$1 million today.

In the Salomon Bros . report, stamps
rated 3rd in a compounded Annual Rate
table. 4th for 68—78 (15 .4%) and rated
2nd (60.9%) for 1979.
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postscriptum
Late information just in on the "Guinand 72C's . . .

The pair has just been re-sold to a collector in Switzerland, so probably
will not be seen on the open market again for some time.

TELL's issue of February 1977, published a Zumstein to Scott number
conversion table on Tete-Beches, Se-Tenants and InterSpaces . Since
the publication (advises John Steinberg-1323) there has been a revision
and addition . Zumstein numbers K50, K51, K52 and K53 now have
corresponding Scott numbers of 389a, 441b, 442b, and 443b, respec-
tively . Plus the additional Tete-Beche pair : Zumstein number K54 —
the corresponding Scott number being 444b.

New York and area

	

- e r s . .. . . .
Rudy Schaelchli (1436) of Millerton, NY has just advised TELL that
"STAMPCO 80" is to be held March 22-23, 1980 at the Civic Center
in Poughkeepsie, New York. Rudy and your editor are planning to
attend, and invite other members to join us — perhaps we can arrange
for a "Mid—Hudson Chapter " meeting at the same time . Drop Rudy or
Paul a line if you're interested.

Mario Wiedenmeier (1518) relates the description of Pierre
Guinand as being, "the absolute master of the Standing Hel-
vetia issue : a nice, small-postured, quiet fellow with an eye
condition to be able to see unaided, items three magnitudes
smaller in dimensions than the normal eye ." Mario added, "I
have to correct though — besides being able to take minute
differences in form of retouches, PF's, PA's and so on, you
need an almost photographic brain to comprehend what you're
looking at ."
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